INT. BEDROOM
ZIGGY is overjoyed and grabs his phone.
Dials.
ZIGGY
JAY!
INT. LIVING ROOM
JAY
Hey Ziggy!
INT. BEDROOM
ZIGGY
Dawg! I'm single again!
INT. LIVING ROOM
JAY
DOPE!.. Hold up. You thinkin what
I'm thinkin?
INT. BEDROOM
Word.

ZIGGY
INT. LIVING ROOM
Word.

JAY
SPLIT SCREEN
JAY/ZIGGY
DUDE DRIVE!!
INT. CAR
Both Jay and Ziggy get into a car to the sound of a 90s
sitcom soundtrack. Like it's the beginning of an episode
of...
DUDE DRIVE.
Ziggy turns on the radio and an old 2012 Pop Song like 'Call
Me Maybe' and gets ready to dance.
Jay quickly turns it off.
ZIGGY

Wha...
JAY
Dawg, whatchu doin?!
ZIGGY
Gonna Call me maybe... you know for
the bitches.
JAY
MA niggah... do you even hear
yourself?
What?

ZIGGY
JAY
That is the most criminal thing I've
ever heard you say. I should take
your bro card for that.
ZIGGY
Fine... turn on Metallica since
you're such a bird magnet.
JAY
Dawg, you ain't hearing me. Whatchu
listen to at home in the shower
jerkin' ain't gonna get you the
bitch you want here on the street.
ZIGGY
I'm listenin...
JAY
For a Dude Drive you gotta jam the
shit the birds listen to...
Ziggy thinks about this...
Word...

ZIGGY
JAY
Check it...
Leans over to turn the radio on.
JAY
This is what yo tune gonna bring
in...
Turns on the same song originally played, the POP song.

Plays for a couple beats.
Whow..
Word.

ZIGGY
JAY
Outside the car window are a bunch of twelve year old girls,
dancing and waving at them.
ZIGGY
Dude I feel dirty.
JAY
Word... now check it.
Jay switches station to an RnB tune.
OUTSIDE there are a group of hunnies, beautiful
Curvy. And all the good stuff.

birds.

JAY
AIGHT! That's what I'm talkin bout!
ZIGGY
Word! Let me try.
Ziggy pushes Jay out the way and changes the channel to some
OPERA.
Huh?

JAY/ZIGGY
OUTSIDE there are now a group of BUSINESS WOMEN all dressed
up and looking like they are making phone calls and deals.
Jay and Ziggy look at each other.
Ziggy changes again to HEAVY METAL.
AH!

JAY/ZIGGY
OUTSIDE there are a bunch of METAL HEAD GIRLS all tattooed
or at least gothed up and black hair.
Ziggy quickly changes the channel to COUNTRY.
OUTSIDE there are NO GIRLS.
Ziggy looks at Jay like 'what'?
JAY

We're not in a truck.
Oh.

ZIGGY
Ziggy changes to some CELTIC MUSIC.
Oh.

JAY/ZIGGY
OUTSIDE a bunch of RED HEADS are standing around combing
each others hair.
JAY
Aight enough.
Jay takes over and changes back to RnB.
Back to the fine hunnies outside.
Yeaa...

JAY
ZIGGY
I wonder...
While Jay's distracted Ziggy changes the station to
something really German/Dutch sounding, you know European.
Jay looks down at the radio in terror then at Ziggy.
Jay and Ziggy both look outside.
JAY/ZIGGY
AAAAHHHHHHHHHRRGRRGRHHHHH!!!!!!
We don't see outside but implying there's the GERMAN BEER
MAID kinda woman outside.
END

